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Abstract: In view of the characteristics of sparse sexual text classification, this paper proposes a kind of semi-supervised text
classification algorithm based on the characteristics of ant colony algorithm. The method applied in this paper is to increase the effect factor
of the concentration of pheromone ant colony aggregation to extended ant pheromone diffusion mode and propose the ant population marker
based on Top-k strategy and randomly selected candidate judgment confidence into the ant population classification. This paper selects the
20 Newsgroups corpus for experimental test and EM algorithm as compared algorithm. It has obvious advantages in terms of the index of
F-1 degree as well as precision ratio and the recall ratio.
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assumption is hardly supported in reality. When the distribution of
1. Introduction

labeled samples and unlabeled samples is different, the use of
the

unlabeled samples may reduce the performance of the classifier.

and the combination of EM

Therefore, how to improve the performance of semi-supervised text

algorithm and the Naive Bayes Classifier adopted by Nigam K and

learner when there exists large differences between the distribution

others have achieved a semi-supervised text classification. The

of labeled and un-labeled samples have become a research hotspot in

algorithm in [1] involves three steps. Firstly, an initial classifier was

the field of semi-supervised learning.

At

present,

many

scholars
[1]

semi-supervised text classification

have

once

studied

trained with labeled samples. Next the classifier was used to conduct

This paper presents a semi-supervised text classification

uncertainty label for unlabeled samples, as a result each unlabeled

algorithm based on ant colony algorithm[4,5,6]. According to the text

samples partly belongs to some category. Finally, a new classifier

data, the text similarity is integrated into the computation of

was trained with all samples. The steps were iterated until the

aggregation pheromones[7], thereupon extending the calculation

classifier was stable. Zhang[2] suggest an advanced EM algorithm

model of aggregation pheromone concentration.

based on self-training. In the process of training an intermediate
classifier with EM algorithm, a self-training mechanism was

2. Proposed methodology

introduced, which means put the unlabeled samples of a high

2.1 APSSC Algorithm

confidence level into the labeled sample set, making the unlabeled

Halder[8] introduced the ant colony aggregation pheromone into

data set shrink constantly. Thereby the iteration is sped up and the

semi-supervised classification in 2010 and put forward the

training performance of the classifier is also improved. However,

self-training [9, 10] APSSC algorithm (aggregation pheromone

due to the possibility of large misclassification in the trained

density based semi-supervised classification, APSSC). APSSC

intermediate classifier, the existing methods were not applicable to

algorithm is ‘self-training’ in nature. Each sample is regarded as an

proposed a semi-supervised text

ant, so the text classification is the process of classification of each

classification method based on the tightness. This method has three

ant population. It consists of two steps. The first step is

steps: the first step is to extract some negative examples with high

‘self-training’ strategy, where the semi-supervised classifier is

confidence level from the negative examples set. The next step was

(re)trained iteratively by using the small number of labeled ants

to extend the credible negative examples set correspondingly and

along with the ‘high confidence’ unlabeled ants (described latter).

gained negative examples set for classification training based on the

The second step is ‘testing’. Once self-training is over (i.e., colony is

tightness of samples and positive examples in unlabeled set and

stabilized), the new test ants are predicted to assign a particular class

extracted negative examples. And the last step was to text

(colony) in the testing phase. The details of the proposed methods

classification according to the given positive examples set in the

are described below.

[3]

the case of labeled classes. Zheng

training set. The above semi-supervised text classification methods

Step 1: Self-training.

are all based on distribution hypothesis of statistical theory

If each sample is regarded as an ant, then text classification is

essentially, that is, labeled samples and unlabeled samples are
viewed as independent and identically distributed text data. This

the species classification of each ant. The labeled ant
the labeled samples

x

lk

ailk

represents

0
i  C k of class k , and the unlabeled ant
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aiu represents the unlabeled samples x u i  U . At the beginning,

Then

the training populations include only labeled ants, each training

else

flag _ var iable  1 ；
flag _ var iable  0 ；
Break；

populations released aggregation pheromone concentration is zero to

 flag _ var iable  1

then

unlabeled ants. In the learning process of each generation, we need

if

to make the following operations to each unlabeled ants.

u
Add unlabeled ants a j to training species h ;

k have released the

(1) Calculation the training population

else
Don’t add unlabeled ants

  x

1

 tjk 

t

C kt

lk
i



━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━
The above is the self-training process of APSSC algorithm. The

, x uj ; j ,k

xilk Ckt

self-training phase of the algorithm stops when there is

(1)
where
population

k

is the number of ants that



contains.

t



xilk

, x uj



no(re)assignment. This is done by computing the colony centers. If

ant aiu ：

aggregation pheromone concentration to unlabeled

C kt

a uj to any training species；

the training

is the labeled ants ailk

the colony centers in two successive iterations do not change then it
can be said that there is no (re)partition. At that time colony

releases the aggregation pheromone concentration to unlabeled

formation by the unlabeled ants is over and the unlabeled ants are

ants aiu . The calculation model is:

stabilized. It means either they have joined any colony with





 t x lk i , x u j 



 1
exp x uj  xilk
 2

1
d

1

2  2 det  k  2

   x
T

k

1

u
j




 xilk 


(2)
where

det  k 

 k is the covariance matrix of training population k ,
is the determinant of covariance matrix, k is the

dimension of the data set.
(2) Update

training

population

aggregation pheromone concentration to

k
aiu :

have

 t jk  1    t 1 jk  

t

released

the

sufficient confidence). The unlabeled ants, which have joined in any
colony are now considered as training samples, and thus, the size of
the training set is increased with the help of the unlabeled patterns.
Step 2: Testing
After the colony formation (by the unlabeled ants) is over, the
new ants (patterns) are tested as follows: If the test ant

jk

that test ant) is higher than that of the other colonies. Hence, finally

(3) When all training population have all released the
u

aggregation pheromone concentration to unlabeled ant a j , we need

the said ant will join the colony that will be governed by the
following equation:

to begin the normalized processing to the updated  jk ,gaining
the normalized aggregation pheromone concentration:



K



t

k 1

; j ,k
jk

(4)
(4)According to algorithm 1, we should select unlabeled ants of
high confidence level and add them into a training population

h which is the most attractive. It will be viewed as labeled ants of
population h in t  1 generation self-training process.
(5)When all training population are stable, self-training process
is over and the training population has been expanded at this time.

t 1

generation study.

━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

Algorithm 1. Determination of the ‘confidence’ of an unlabeled
ant

a uj
u

INPUT: unlabeled ants a j
OUTPUT: The extended training species

u t ij k  h 

The complete procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.
━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

Semi-Supervised Classification (APSSC)
━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

1: begin_self_training()
2: Initialize: Iteration counter

h

 

t  0 ; initial pheromone

density
3: repeat

a uj located at x uj do
5: for each training colony Ckt at iteration t do
4: for each unlabeled ant

6: Calculate the average aggregation pheromone density

 tjk on the j th unlabeled ant a uj due to all ants in present
training colony Ckt at iteration t using equation (1).

 t jk due
on the jth unlabeled (pattern) ant at iteration t

to kth colony

Ckt

by Equation (3).

8: end for
9: for each training colony
10: Compute the n. p. d.


1
u jk
if  t
 
t
K
 u jh  max u jk
t



(5)

7: Update pheromone density

━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

Begin for

k

Algorithm 2. Aggregation Pheromone density based on

where K is the total number of training population.

Otherwise, we need to conduct



ColonyLabel xn   arg max  nk

t

u t jk 

xn

at

which the average aggregation pheromone density (at the location of

  0,1 is the evaporation constant.

 t jk

an

appears in the system, the average aggregation pheromone density
(at the location of the new ant an ) by the colony C kt is given by
[as in Eq. (1)]. The test ant an will move toward a colony for

(3)

where

sufficient confidence, or (rest) have not joined any colony (with

Ckt at iteration t do
u t jk of each unlabeled

ant

au j

due to each colony

C

t
k

t using Equation (4).

at iteration

③To achieve the established plan, we have to make ants unable

11: end for

to judge the areas that they have been to before reaching a searching

au j

12: Compute the ‘confidence’ of the unlabeled ant

and

circle.

add or do not add the ant to the appropriate colony for the next
iteration ( t  1 ) according to Algorithm 1.

In the beginning, the amount of pheromone of each pathway is

τ ij 0  c ( c is a constant) when
k judge future movement by the

equivalent. If

13: end for
14:
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pathway, ant

t  t 1

searching a
amount of

information in each pathway. When the time is t, the moving rate of

15: until 〈StoppingCriteria〉

ant

k
k is pij t  between area i and

j . The formula is

：

16: end_self_training

 


begin_testing()
for each colony Ckt do

Calculate the average aggregation pheromone density
at location

Δτ nk

xn

due to all ants in colony




 ij t    ij t  

, j  allowed k

 is t   is t 
pij k t   
 sallowed k
0, others


an located at xn do

for each new test ant

Ckt using

(6)

Eq. (2).

In the formula， allowed k is the following area that ants can

end for
Compute the ColonyLabel( xn )

of the ant

an

by Eq. (5). //

Ties

judge;



is the core pheromone in terms of pathways;



is the

core pheromone in terms of visibility； ηij is a developed formula.
The formula is：

are broken arbitrarily.

1
d ij

ηij 

end for
end_testing

(7)

━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

2.2 The drawbacks of the APSSC algorithm
(1)In the formula (2), the dimension of the data set is

2  e , When the value of

d

, since

d is larger, formula (2) tends to zero,

so the algorithm can't deal with high dimensional text data.
(2)In the formula (2),

det  k 

as a factor appears in the

denominator，this requires the covariance matrix of the data must be
reversible，so APSSC algorithm needs improvement given that it
cannot classify high dimensional data and sparse text.
(3)In the algorithm 1, the determination condition of selecting
the ants of high confidence level must satisfy the following
conditions:

u tjk
u tjh

 max

 
u tjk



Obviously，this formula shows the expected value of ant
between area

k

i and area j .

After reaching a searching circle, the formula of the pheromone
in each pathway is：
(8)
where



τ ij t  1  1  ρ τ ij t   τ ij t 

is the index of scattered pheromone, so

1- 

integrate
many times, the interval of
m

  ij  t 
k



is:

  0,1 ；

is increased value of pheromones in the repeated

 

k 1
interval
of e i,j . The formula is：

1
K

 ij t  

when dealing with data sets of large category and great similarit
y, the said algorithm may not learn high confidence degree ants.

m

 

ij

k

t 

k 1

Thus we can’t achieve the goal of extended training population
2.3 Semi-supervised text classification algorithm based on
2.3.1 The principal of ant colony algorithm
If

m

is the number of ants,

n

is the number of areas,

information in

ei, j 

(9)
The methods of pheromone reset varies, so does the calculation

ant colony algorithm(SSTCACAP algorithm)

is the distance between area i and area

d ij

j , τ ij t  is the amount of

at iteration t .

The ant as a whole contains the following elements：

methods of

τ ij k .

Dorogo M developed three ant colony algorithm systems,
namely, the ant cycle system, the ant number system and the ant
density system.
In the ant cycle

①When ants get through pathways, they produce pheromones
there.
②Ants judge following areas according to whether there is
pheromone.

is

the remaining particle of the pheromone. Since pheromone can’t

if ant

k passes

Q

 ijk t    Lk
0


t 1
In the ant number system，

system，

ei,j  between t and

，
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0
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Else don’t add unlabeled ants

au j

to any training species

End if

k passes ei, j  between t and

End
━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

t 1
In the ant density

 ijk

，if ant

3. Simulation Experiment

system，

Q
t   
0

3.1 Pretreatment and parameter setting
This paper selects the 20Newsgroups corpus in which 1132

k passes ei, j  between

articles are selected as the experimental object, 10% of which are

t and t  1
Q is the concentration of pheromone ； Lk is the
journey in the repeated searching of ant k ； d ij is the distance
between area i and area j .
where

are classified unlabeled. Vector Space Model is used to process
documents, removing noises and then using Porter Stemming
algorithm to stem and stop word removal. Parameter setting of the

2.3.2 SSTCACAP algorithm description

semi-supervised classification algorithm is based on ant colony

According to the drawbacks of the APSSC algorithm, the main

aggregation pheromone which is introduced in this paper as

idea of SSTCACAP algorithm is to increase the impact factor for ant
colony

to

aggregate

pheromone

concentration.

Pheromone

concentration is extended to:



1similarity x



i

where





lk

,x j u

 1 ,   0.9 ,   0.6 .

3.2 Performance Evaluation Measures
we have used the following three kinds of performance measures in



2

this article. Namely,

2 2

,
(10)

lk

follows: 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed classifier,

 t xi lk , x j u  exp

and

extracted as the test data in each sub-document and 50% of which

similarity xi , x j

u

 represents the cosine similarity,

represents the coefficient of diffusion rate of Gaussian

pk 
(i)

# partterns _ correctly _ classified _ int o _ class _ k
# partterns _ classified _ int o _ class _ k
The precision ( pk ) of class k :

function.
In semi-supervised learning, the text which needs to be
classified contains class features. In order to speed up classification,

Top  k

query strategy[11] is adopted when there is little

information in the initial species, which means choosing

k

attractive species as the candidate species set Ttop-k . When the total
number of training species is set as K

Ttop  k
K
where



(11)



# partterns _ correctly _ classified _ int o _ class _ k
# partterns _ that _ are _ truly _ present _ in _ class _ k
(ii)The recall ( rk ) of class k :
rk 

(iii) The F-1degree of class k the harmonic mean between
precision and recall.
The F-1degree

represents set threshold.

Based on the analysis above, the method of selecting unlabeled
ants with high confidence is:
━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━

Algorithm 3. Selecting unlabeled ant with high confidence

F1 k  2  pk  rk
p k  rk

was given equal

importance to both precision and recall.
3.3 Experimental Results Analysis
Following the comparison between EM algorithm with
algorithm, the classification test results of experimental data in
different label proportion are shown in the following figures.

(The improvement of algorithm 1)
━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━I
NPUT：unlabeled ants

a uj

OUTPUT：the extended training species h
Begin

Ttop  k  h
 u ikt


 0
 ut

 ih


Figure. 1 the accurate ratio of the algorithm in the 20Newsgroup data set

For u ijt  0
If , then add

ak

to the candidate

species Ttop -k
End for

 Ttop  k



 K  



If , then output to a randomlyselected species in Ttop-k

Figure. 2 the recall ratio of the algorithm in the 20Newsgroup data set
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constant encouragement and guidance. This thesis could not have
reached its present form without his consistent and illuminating
instruction. He has spent much of his precious time on offering
valuable advice and guidance in my writing, and his intellectual
insights have contributed greatly to the completion of this thesis. My
special thanks also go to all my teachers whose inspiring lectures
have had an undoubted influence on much of the content of my
thesis. Last, my thanks would go to my beloved family for their
loving considerations and great confidence in me through all these
Figure.3 the F-1 degree of the algorithm in the
20Newsgroup data set
From figure 1, we can see the accurate ratio of the SSTCACAP

years. I also owe my sincere gratitude to my friends and my fellow
classmates who gave me their help and time in listening to me and
helping me work out my problems during the process of the thesis.

algorithm increases by 6% than EM algorithm, but when labeled

--------------------------------------------------------------------

samples ratio is 20%,the the accurate ratio of SSTCACAP algorithm
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